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Report on MTASA summer conference 2020 

By Bronwyn Smith 

I was very excited right from the first Facebook post about this conference. Living 600km from Adelaide, 

the limited music training and development opportunities offered are usually only for a couple of hours; 

making it financially and physically not possible to attend. So, to have a two-day conference on offer was 

a yes straight away! 

Whilst being a music teacher in a variety of different forms over my career as a qualified teacher, I only 

began teaching private lessons in 2019. So, the theme of ‘Beyond the instrument: Musicianship in 

private lessons’ was also very appealing. I would like to say I was impressed by the guest line up but 

being inexperienced, I had no idea who they were, but I was sure that I would gain something! I can, 

without a doubt say that I gained a huge amount of valuable information from all presenters, even from 

those that subject matter didn’t really interest me.  

The timing wasn’t ideal with 2 days of cleaning out 2 years of 2 daughters in a unit, finishing at midnight! 

To say I was exhausted was an understatement! I went into the Hartley Concert Room not knowing a 

soul – very intimidating! But ready to learn! 

First up -Whole body learning with Susan Head – a perfect start to wake me up and get my very sore 

body moving. Right from the first word, she was captivating and inspiring. The origami pockets I used to 

begin my classroom music lessons and SACE yr 12 boys for 2020. It was an effective way to refresh their 

learning from last year, realise how much they had learnt and identify goals for 2020. So effective both 

classroom teachers displayed them in the class for the whole term! I also continue to use the whole-

body activities to begin lessons. Something that ‘floored’ me (and most would probably know about it), 

was how to sit properly at the piano. I always thought that the way pianist approached and sat at the 

piano for performances was to add to the drama!! Wow! What a difference sitting correctly makes. I 

have introduced this to all students, with humorous and effective results! 

I learnt so much in the first session; my hand hadn’t written so quickly for such a long time. 

The resource ideas incorporated over the two days was inspiring and has had a large impact of my 

teaching and I believe my students learning. The beginner piano students loved the ladybirds and the 

class rave about using chopsticks to learn rhythms such as ‘Nothing ever good, can be done, without 

enthusiasm’. I searched for erasable highlighter pens everywhere, finally found them. Just using such a 

simple tool enhanced the student’s ability to find repeated patterns and learn new pieces and it was 

fun!  

Alice Yap – what can I say? So passionate, inspiring, infectious, fast pace…and fast speaking! This session 

is where I reviewed my recording of student’s learning (or lack of it). She spoke on ‘Smart learning and  
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Musicianship’. Alice was able to break down learning of music into biteable, achievable weekly sessions 

using the elements of music (note, rhythm, harmony etc). This inspired me to organise a journal (from a 

sponsor of the conference – Art Design by Sam) and record every lesson’s learning and plan for 

upcoming learning. May seem a simple and essential element to experienced teachers but not to me. 

This alone has enhanced my teaching (and of course the child’s learning) and enables me to better 

inform parents (and students) of the learning journey.  

One thing I have always struggled with is rhythm, so the tips and learning on this topic during the two 

days was invaluable. Just simple activities such as two people clapping in time up high and another 

person claps in-between to teach syncopation or Pie, apple, pineapple, watermelon, body percussion, or 

using Cuisenaire rods helped in a way that clapping to a metronome just can’t! 

My main instrument is voice and in particular harmonising. Since teaching voice and choir, one thing 

that has struck me is the inability for students to learn to harmonise! I suppose since I have been doing it 

since I was very young, it seems natural.  Hence, I particularly loved all the coral stuff learnt over the 2-

day conference! But the presenters (in particular Susan Head) demonstrated easy methods to learn new 

coral pieces with harmony. For example, ‘Lead with love’- to teach just ‘Lead with love’, then the 2 

different endings, split into 2 groups, both doing different endings= harmonising! And didn’t we sound 

amazing! I used that in our first choir session and by the third session we were harmonising!! (this is the 

third year for the majority of choir members). 

I love playing the piano but didn’t do any examinations or grades and my teacher (local town Church 

organist) recognised early that I would lose interest if I couldn’t play songs that interested me. So, she 

taught me chords in the bassline. Along with more formal learning at Uni, this method has ensured I can 

play a large variety of music quite well, but I am limited.  

During the conference, I learnt so much to help my playing as well as my teaching (which I wasn’t 

expecting). Susan was able to break learning down to more understandable, get results kind of learning.  

Simple things like Major and Minor chords- major is like big, like you have to go to hospital kind of crash, 

but minor is just a little bingle that needs a band aid; or simple chord arpeggios with an adding of simple 

notes going down, repeating, add a flat and hey presto – sounds amazing! Mark Matthews session was 

inspiring and also demonstrated how easy beautiful piano playing can be if you have “motives and 

motifs”! I bought several books of his and use them for my own learning. But also, to demonstrate to 

students how they can confidently have a go at creating their own compositions, especially to a talented 

guitarist student. 
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So much learning, I cannot comment on them all!  

Now, how will I make a contribution regarding the conference at the staff/school/ level and how aspects 

of learning from the conference will be shared with colleagues and/or learners, parents, families or the 

school community. I have mentioned throughout the report on some aspects of learning that addresses 

this but now on a whole: 

Firstly, the learning learnt at the conference has made me a more effective and efficient teacher which 

impacts my students, impacting on the families and school community. (As I am involved in different 

aspects of the school, I have been able to share my learning with a large range of students (choir, 2 x 

yr4/5 classroom ‘Arts’ classes and individual music teaching)).  I feel this is probably the most important 

thing achieved throughout the conference – giving me more confidence, tools and tips to teach music. 

Secondly, the learning has given me practical ways to share more information with others, more 

effectively, including my students. Also, the information shared with students has encouraged them to 

share more with their parents.  

Thirdly, the learning gave me the confidence to share information with colleagues within and outside 

the school. I have shared aspects of learning with music teachers via social media and given guidance to 

classroom teachers that don’t feel confident teaching music but have to. I would like to do this in a more 

formal manner at a Primary staff meeting soon (but needed to cement and experiment with learnt 

concepts first. 

 

Lastly, can I say a huge thank you to TRB for the sponsorship. It was an amazing experience that I am 

truly thankful for. 

Warmest Regards 

Bronwyn Smith 

Cleve Area School 

 

 

 


